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and weaknesses in order to adapt and thrive in this dynamic world.
Over the past year, we at UBC Applied Science have also been thinking deeply about our collective identity.
Through an extensive series of town halls and workshops, we sought to clarify not only who we are as a faculty,
but also who we want to be in several years’ time.
The process, I am happy to report, has been a fruitful and rewarding one. Hundreds of faculty, staff, students and
alumni generously took the time to share their thoughts about UBC Applied Science and the global forces that
are shaping our future, and we have been using this information to craft a bold new faculty-wide strategic plan for
success in the decade ahead. We look forward to sharing it later this year.

Marasigan Design

During the strategic planning process, we were reminded anew of the significant responsibility that nurses,

T H E FACU LT Y I N CLU D E S:

engineers, planners and architects possess. While professionals in every discipline have the ability to change the
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world, those in applied science — a branch of science dedicated to transforming scientific knowledge into
practical applications — are particularly well-positioned to do so.
To create more opportunities for positive change, we launched the Impact Project: an initiative to actively identify
and share outstanding research efforts from across the UBC Applied Science community. Health, safety, equity, the
environment — there isn’t an aspect of society that we do not influence, and we hope to inspire new connections
and discoveries by increasing the visibility of the work our researchers do.
The pages that follow offer a glimpse into this work, as well as other UBC Applied Science activities and achievements — among them the launch of exciting new academic programs, major investments in UBC Applied Science
-based projects and honours including professor emeritus Ray Cole’s appointment to the Order of Canada. Thank
you for your support as we continue to evolve and advance our vision for a better future!
Best regards,

James Olson, PhD, PEng
Dean, UBC Applied Science

To view past issues of Ingenuity, visit apsc.ubc.ca/publications.
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NEW GLOBAL MINE WASTE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM |

of mining industry specialists in the field of
tailings and mine waste management.

In September 2020, the Norman B. Keevil
Institute for Mining Engineering welcomes
its first intake of students into the Graduate
Certificate in Global Mine Waste Management program. The program — believed
to be the first of its kind anywhere in the
world — has been designed to meet the
growing need for professional development

Mine waste is a major challenge globally,
but professionals in mine waste management roles often lack specialized technical
coursework on the subject. This program
will strengthen their knowledge and understanding and provide an opportunity for
professionals to share best practices and
experiences from all mining sectors.

TWIN SISTERS HONOURED |
Nurses and Nurse Practitioners of BC
(NNPBC) has recognized the contributions of twin sisters Jenifer Tabamo (MSN
’15) and Jacqueline Lum (MN-NP ’11)
to the transformation of the Canadian
health care system and their impact on
the daily lives of British Columbians.
Tabamo is a clinical nurse specialist
and an innovative and visionary leader at
Vancouver General Hospital who advances nursing practice in the complex
care of adult and older adult patients
in the medicine program. She received
the Innovation in Nursing Award.
Lum “exemplifies advanced practice
by integrating both the science and art
of nursing” and has over 10 years of
experience and training in critical care
and acute medicine. She received the
Excellence in Nursing Practice Award.
4
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Four core courses will be offered over
two consecutive years, and students will
have the opportunity to ladder the coursework from the certificate into a Master of
Engineering or Master of Applied Science
in Mining Engineering degree.
For registration information visit mining.ubc.ca/
graduate/graduate-certificates

CHANGE AGENT ENTREPRENEUR |
Ephraim Nowak (BASc ‘18, School of Engineering) received the Mitacs Change Agent
Entrepreneur Award, one of five Mitacs
Entrepreneur Awards that recognize “exemplary researchers-turned-entrepreneurs”
who have “turned their research into an
innovative business or business idea.”
The founder and CEO of Kelowna-based
startup Percept Systems, Nowak developed
innovative flight data monitoring technology
that enables private airplanes, helicopters
and small commercial aircraft to capture
critical flight data — including aircraft
gauge values, pilot audio and the view
from the cockpit — in Ultra HD 4K video
and high-fidelity audio.
The technology, called SkyVU, then
analyzes the data for valuable information
to improve safety, reduce operational costs
and facilitate troubleshooting by stream-

lining communications between pilots and
engineers. Targeted at smaller aircraft that
are not required to have black box recorders,
SkyVU is easy to install and is currently
undergoing further testing and certification.
Percept Systems recently advanced
through the UBC Okanagan’s new entrepreneurship@UBCO Lean LaunchPad Accelerator Program and was also accepted into
the Accelerator in The Innovation Centre, a
newly approved Mitacs incubator.

BITS & BITES

RECENT GRADS RECEIVE
GOVERNOR GENERAL’S MEDALS |

ANALYZING PUBLIC LIFE
DATA — IN BARCELONA | How can

Shekoofeh Azizi (PhD ‘19, Electrical and
Computer Engineering) received a gold
medal for earning the highest academic
record out of all 500 doctoral students
at UBC.
In the lab of Purang Abolmaesumi, Azizi
developed a novel technique to improve
the detection of prostate cancer — the
most frequently diagnosed cancer and the
second leading cancer-related cause of
death among North American men. The
technique overlays additional information
about the presence and distribution of
prostate cancer on ultrasound images
during the biopsy process.
Yuqing Du (BASc ’19, Engineering
Physics) was awarded a silver medal,
which recognizes undergraduate students
who have achieved the best academic
record out of all their peers throughout
their university careers.
“[She] has made her way through
Engineering Physics, one of the most
analytically rigorous programs we offer,
taken extra courses in honors math on
top of the already challenging workload,
and achieved averages as high as 96 per
cent while taking up to 30 credits per
term — double the workload of a normal
UBC degree.” said program director
Andre Marziali. “In between exceptional
school terms characterized by straight
A+ grades, she worked at companies like
Tesla and Google, developing critical
hardware and software.”

planners, architects and engineers use
public life data to improve the everyday
use of our cities? What are the methods
for analyzing public life data and how can
the collection of this data be put to the
service of local residents and communities?
Students considered these questions
in Barcelona during the first two weeks

of June 2019, as part of PLAN 545: The
Barcelona Planning Studio, which included
students from the School of Community
and Regional Planning, the School of
Architecture and Landscape Architecture,
and Civil Engineering. The course was
taught in coordination with the Barcelona
School of Architecture and the neighbourhood group Taula Eix Pere IV.

HATCH MAKERSPACE LAUNCH At the Vancouver Coastal Health Research
Institute, HATCH provides office and protoAND EXPANSION | Many UBC techbased startups progress through entrepreneurship@UBC (e@UBC) intake programs
and into the HATCH accelerator, for the
mentorship, intern support and investor
access that helps them succeed. As of
September 24, 2019, thanks to the support
of donors, they can now refine their prototypes in a fully equipped makerspace and
receive additional support from the UBC
Concept Fund.
Further to the new makerspace, new
HATCH satellites are positioning ventures
close to crucial expertise and facilities.

typing space, as well as access to centres
such as the Centre for Hip Health and
Mobility and the spinal cord injury research
centre ICORD. UBC Applied Science spawned companies Sonic Incytes and
Arbutus Medical are among the first cohort.
Life Sciences ventures in HATCH within
the School of Biomedical Engineering are
benefiting from access to research expertise, key pieces of equipment and facilities
throughout the building.
Read more at start.entrepreneurship.ubc.ca/hatch

YOU’RE AS OLD AS YOU LOCK | stationary, such as when working at a
Research supervised by electrical and
computer engineering professor Konstantin Beznosov is the first to explore the link
between age and smartphone use.
Older smartphone users tend to rely
more on their phones’ auto-lock feature
compared to younger users, and prefer
using PINs over fingerprints to unlock
their phones. They are also more likely
to unlock their phones when they’re

desk or sitting at home.
“As researchers working to protect
smartphones from unauthorized access,
we need to first understand how users use
their devices,” said Beznosov. “By tracking
actual users during their daily interactions
with their device, we now have real-world
insights that can be used to inform future
smartphone designs.”

INGENUITY
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NURSING RESEARCH UNIT
RECEIVES $2.5 MILLION |
The Capacity Research Unit will receive
$2,499,946 over seven years to implement
and test a trauma-and violence-informed
outreach intervention for women and girls
affected by violence. One of 17 projects
that have been awarded funding through
the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council Partnership Grant
Program, it involves collaborations with
14 service and academic organizations
across three Canadian provinces.
“Violence continues to be a pressing
problem for many women and girls in
Canada,” said Dr. Vicky Bungay, UBC
professor and director of the research unit.
“And while there are many different services,
there are still a lot of problems supporting
women to connect with these services ...
Our model moves beyond traditional outreach to take a strengths-based approach.”

BIOMED NEARS 50% WOMEN |
With an enrollment rate of 45.9 per cent
women, UBC’s new School of Biomedical
Engineering is approaching an important
milestone: student gender parity. “UBC
Applied Science has worked aggressively
through outreach — engagement instead of
changing admission standards — to increase

the enrollment of women across all of our
departments and it will continue to do so,”
says Dean James Olson. “It’s a goal our
faculty is committed to achieving, and I’m
proud of how far we’ve come collectively in
this area. For too long there’s been a stigma
around women in STEM and we’re all working hard to eliminate that outdated notion.”

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TEAM WINS WITH MEDICAL
DEVICE | A team of electrical and
computer engineering students received
an Award for Excellence in Biomedical
Engineering Student Design and Innovation from the Medical Device Development
Centre, a non-profit BC society that supports the development of need-oriented
medical technology.
The award recognizes “student innovators in technologies relating to medicine
and health care” and encourages “BC’s
best and brightest young innovators in the
field of medical technologies and biomedical engineering to pursue their innovations.”
The UBC team — Ziqiao Lin, Yuxiang
Huang, Justin Liu, James Zhou and
Mohamed Shehata — created a web
application that enables pathologists to
view,annotate and edit full-resolution
clinical slide images online. It was
developed as their capstone design
project, which requires senior-year
engineering students to design a product or service that solves a significant
real-world problem in their field.
6
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THUNDERBOTS TRIUMPH AT
ROBOCUP | The UBC Thunderbots
placed first in their division at RoboCup
2019, an annual international robotics
competition aimed at promoting “robotics and AI research by offering a publicly
appealing but formidable challenge.”
They were one of two Canadian teams

EMILY JENKINS NAMED
MSFHR SCHOLAR | The Michael
Smith Foundation for Health Research
(MSFHR) has named UBC Nursing Assistant Professor Emily Jenkins among 58
outstanding BC researchers to receive an
MSFHR Scholar or Research Trainee
award for 2019.
“Through these awards, we are providing
the resources early career researchers

participating in the competition and are
the first Canadian team ever to become
champions of the Small Size League.
“This is a monumental achievement
for us, and we are honoured to be
representing the faculty, UBC and
Canada on an international stage,” said
team captain Mathew MacDougall.
need to establish themselves and begin
the work that will improve BC health care
for decades to come,” says Dr. Bev Holmes,
MSFHR president and CEO.
Jenkins’ award will support her role as
principal investigator on a research project
entitled, “Promoting Mental Health and
Addressing Substance Use in Canadian
Youth through Collaborative Research
and Intervention.”

BITS & BITES

ARCHITECTURAL INSPIRATION
FROM INDIGENOUS CULTURE |
Joanne Gates, a SALA adjunct professor
and a principal at Gates-Suter Architects,
has always viewed architecture as being
an integral part of the cultural landscape.
This may be why she kicked off her studio
course, “Coast: Detailing Narratives,” with
a visit from members of the Squamish
Nation, who gave the students a taste of
their heritage through stories, song and
group activities — an experience, SALA
student Justin McCarty said, which “led to
a mapping of various elements that would
later inform our work in design.”

LOFTY RESEARCH | In 2017, a
group of UBC Okanagan students formed
the Atmospheric Cloud Chamber of the
Okanagan. An experiment designed by the
team was one of two selected to be con-

Over the rest of the term, the class
participated in a series of paddle carving
workshops with the Squamish canoemaking community, where they learned
traditional and modern woodworking
techniques, as well as how Squamish and
Coast Salish tools and artefacts can serve
as model methods of making (including
carving, weaving and assembly).
They also learned, as SALA student
Meredith Yee put it, that “understanding
and respecting a material, what it wants
to do and what it doesn’t, is fundamental
to Squamish craft.”

ducted on board a high-altitude research
balloon launched by the Canadian Space
Agency. The balloon will rise to about
120,000 feet and remain airborne for at
least 10 hours.
Carried skyward by the balloon, the
team’s cloud chamber — a vapour-filled
enclosure — will detect subatomic particles
called pions and muons, which are formed
when cosmic rays collide with atoms in the
Earth’s atmosphere. Analyzing the data will
allow the students to gain a better understanding of particle behaviour at various
altitudes, and may provide a new way to
examine how climate change is affecting
the planet.
“The students’ passion for aerospace
science and technology is truly incredible,”

SALON2019 | Organized by a team
of graduating SALA students, SALON2019
presented the thesis projects of students
in the Master of Architecture, Master of
Landscape Architecture and Dual Degree
programs. Over the course of a weekend
in May, the exhibition became a hub of discussion for Vancouver’s design community.
The opening reception attracted hundreds
of guests to view the students’ diverse
projects, with topics ranging from a solution to energy-consuming glass towers to
Instagram’s influence on our relationship
with nature. A series of talks and debates
punctuated the weekend, which will become an annual event.
says UBC Okanagan engineering professor
Jonathan Holzman, the team’s faculty supervisor. “They approached me [that] fall
with an idea for detecting particle decay
and were looking for help to realize this
idea ... I watched them assemble their
design, through many trials and tribulations, and we are waiting to see it take
flight later this summer.”
The team members are: Leonardo Caffarello, from Brazil (physics); Javier Perez
Tobia, from Spain (math); Hector Carrillo
Estrada, from Mexico (computer science);
Giulia Rossi, from Italy (mechanical engineering); and Philip Noah Eibl, from Austria
(computer and data science).

INGENUITY
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FROM FOAM TO BONE: PLANT CELLULOSE
USED IN HEALTHY BONE IMPLANTS

R

esearchers from the University of British Columbia and McMaster
University have developed what could be the bone implant material
of the future: an airy, foamlike substance that can be injected into the
body and provide scaffolding for the growth of new bone.

Emily Cranston

bone growth at the three-week mark and 50 “We can see this aerogel being used for a
The material is made by treating nanonumber of applications including dental
per cent more bone growth at the 12-week
crystals derived from plant cellulose so that
implants and spinal and joint replacement
they link up and form a strong but lightweight mark, compared to the controls.
surgeries,” said Grandfield. “And it will be
sponge – technically speaking, an aerogel –
“These findings show, for the first time in a lab
economical because the raw material, the
that can compress or expand as needed to
setting, that a cellulose nanocrystal aerogel
nanocellulose, is already being produced in
completely fill out a bone cavity.
can support new bone growth,” said study
commercial quantities.”
“Most bone graft or implants are made of hard, co-author Emily Cranston, a professor of
The researchers say it will be some time
wood science and chemical and biological
brittle ceramic that doesn’t always conform
before the aerogel makes it out of the lab
to the shape of the hole, and those gaps can engineering who holds the President’s
and into the operating room.
Excellence Chair in Forest Bio-products at
lead to poor growth of the bone and implant
UBC. She added that the implant should
failure,” said study author Daniel Osorio,
“We will study the mechanisms between
break down into non-toxic components in
a PhD student in chemical engineering
the bone and implant that lead to bone
the body as the bone starts to heal.
at McMaster. “We created this cellulose
growth,” said Grandfield. “We’ll also look at
nanocrystal aerogel as a more effective
how the implant degrades using advanced
The innovation can potentially fill a niche
alternative to these synthetic materials.”
microscopes.
After that, more biological
in the $2 billion bone graft market in North
testing
will
be
required before it is ready
For their research, the team worked with two America, said study co-author Kathryn
for clinical trials.” I
Grandfield, a professor of materials science
groups of rats, with the first group receiving
and engineering, and biomedical engineering
the aerogel implants and the second group
at McMaster who supervised the work.
receiving none. Results showed that the
group with implants saw 33 per cent more
Nanocrystals, derived
from plant cellulose.

8
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FIRST EVER CO-CAMPUS ENGINEERING OPTION:
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

A

s manufacturing continues to shift dramatically
through the Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0
into future innovations involving technology, big data
and analytics, UBC Applied Science has launched a new
program in manufacturing engineering.
With the first students starting in September 2019, UBC Manufacturing Engineering
is UBC Applied Science’s first dual-campus
program — with cohorts in both the Okanagan and Vancouver. Students will be taught
the entire manufacturing process, from
concept and fabrication of individual mechanical parts through to product delivery.

“The program — led by members of the advanced manufacturing cluster at both campuses — will have a transformative impact on
aerospace, automotive, energy, machinery
and medical device industries,” says James
Olson, dean of UBC Applied Science.
British Columbia is the third largest hub of
manufacturing employment in Canada, hiring
more than Alberta and roughly three times
more than Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
With nearly two hundred thousand manufacturing jobs in BC, the industry — the
fourth largest in the province — accounts
for seven per cent of the provincial GDP.
After completing a common first year of
coursework, students in the manufacturing
program will take courses in mechanical,
materials and electrical and computer
engineering, as well as specially designed
manufacturing engineering courses
including manufacturing processes,

A graduate student uses
a coordinate measuring
machine (CMM) to measure
the process induced
deformation in a carbon
fibre reinforced composite
aircraft component.

production systems management and
industrial automation. The first three years
of the program will feature design courses
that ultimately prepare students for a
final capstone design project in year four.

of students that will well-position them
for the workforce upon graduation. Digital
learning factories on both campuses are
being developed, through collaborations with
industry partners, to further ensure that the
curriculum is leading-edge in every way.

According to Professor Warren Poole, the program’s inaugural director, students will be able “The definition of manufacturing is evolving
to take advantage of the dual-campus nature as a design-first approach meets techof the program: “In the upper years of the pro- nologies like computer numerical control
gram, students will be given the opportunity to machines,” explains Professor Homayoun
focus on production technology in Vancouver Najjaran, associate director of the program.
or production management in the Okanagan.” “These machines allow manufacturers to
control, automate and monitor with preThe program’s first year will have an intake
cision and efficiency like never before.”
of twenty students at each campus. Once
The manufacturing engineering program will
the program is fully operational approxproduce a talent pool of uniquely educated
imately 200 students will be enrolled.
engineers who are prepared to advance
Through learning the fundamentals of design, provincial, national and international
operation and optimization, manufacturing
priorities in the sector, equip students for
engineering students will immerse themcareers in industry and advanced educaselves in processes based on the principles
tion and reinforce UBC’s leading position
of math, physics, thermodynamics, chemin manufacturing engineering education.
istry and materials engineering. They will go
The program is funded by the provincial
beyond the machines and become proficient
government’s Tech Expansion Plan, and
in managing manufacturing environments
is intended to help build BC’s capacity
and concepts such as scheduling, quality
to design and produce high-quality
control, cost analysis and automation.
manufacturing products, create new
jobs and expand the province’s ability
Specialized manufacturing engineering
to compete in the global market. I
labs will put real-world tools in the hands

INGENUITY
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BUILDING LIFE

Pioneer of Global Green Building
Assessment receives Order of Canada

R

ay Cole calls it a “personally conflicting time.” It was the early
1970s, a period of expanding environmental consciousness
which, at least in the United Kingdom, resulted from the Great
London Smog of 1952 and, more recently, the Torrey Canyon Oil
Spill of ‘67 — the day the English Channel “turned black .”

Ray Cole, in SALA’s
design studio at UBC
Below: On June 29,
2017, more than 400
SALA alumni gathered
at the Robert H. Lee
Alumni Centre to
celebrate Cole’s 40year career teaching
at the school.

But if the current of thought was beginning
to shift, these environmental awakenings
weren’t yet reflected in the academic world.
As a result, Cole, a graduate student in the
discipline of building science, felt caught
between his narrow, technically-framed
research and the broader societal questions
being raised all around him.
“It was uncomfortable and difficult to resolve,”
says Cole. “Ultimately, though, the latter
would dominate my future work.”
This tension prompted Ray Cole, now a
professor emeritus at UBC’s School of
Architecture and Landscape Architecture
(SALA), to spend four decades exploring
how buildings intersect with social and environmental forces. In 2013, he received the
World Green Building’s Chairman Award for
his global contributions to the sustainability
movement. And just this year he became a
Member of the Order of Canada for “his skillful pairing of architecture and environmental
sustainability, and ... leadership in the field.”

Above: Together with fellow emeritus professor Sherry
McKay, Cole has recently published Good Times — a
survey of the past 70 years of the architecture program
at UBC. The book title is taken from the long-standing
SALA tradition of “Friday Night Good Times,” where
studio work is put on hold and students can unwind.
Available for purchase at sala.ubc.ca/goodtimes.

Yet this citation is somewhat deceptive.
Despite his tenure as a professor and director
of SALA — and despite being an Honorary
Member of the Architectural Institute of BC
and Fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute
of Canada — Cole was actually trained in
science and engineering.
“I am not an architect,” he says. “I haven’t got
the necessary aptitude to be one.” Even so,
he has deeply influenced not only the field
of architecture, but also generations of North
American architects.
“Ray came out of a traditional background in
building science,” says Ian Cooper, formerly a

10
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professor at the University of Salford.
“Yet he was always much more interested in
social issues. This was very unusual.”
Over his career, Cole has shifted his focus
and approach from examining the thermal
performance of buildings to developing
a broader, greener range of assessment
criteria for buildings. He has provided
the bedrock for LEED-Canada and other
assessment tools which have, according to
the academic journal Buildings and Cities,
“influenced practices in North America,
Hong Kong, Japan and Europe.”
Regenerative architecture represents the
latest shift in Cole’s evolving research. No
longer treated as a single isolated entity, as
in green design, a building is now conceived
and assessed based on its role in the energy,
ecological and cultural flows and contexts in
which it exists. A single building can now be
a positive force: supporting resilient ecosystems and cultural communities, and contributing to sustainable patterns of living.
“While sustainable architecture simply tried to
do no harm,” says Ian Cooper, “regenerative
architecture now strives to do some good.”
Cole, in his modest way, partly attributes this
shift in his thinking to the countless researchers and practitioners he has worked with over
the years — and to his students, too. Having
received four awards for teaching excellence,
Cole claims not to be any more imaginative
than others. “But I have tried to be receptive
to some of the more wild propositions offered
by my architectural students, rather than
prematurely dismissing them on the basis
of current notions of practicality.” I

NEWS

SALA LAUNCHES
NEW BACHELOR
OF DESIGN

A

s our cities grow and the need for sustainable design
becomes more urgent, the people who shape our spaces
are increasingly in demand. The School of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture (SALA) has launched a new program
to immerse undergraduate students in the world of design and
prepare them to take on these challenges.

The new Bachelor of Design in Architecture,
Landscape Architecture and Urbanism
(BDes) is a four-year, direct-entry program
that aims to explore design at multiple
scales, from the body to the city, and how
they are connected. This interdisciplinary
focus is distinctly SALA: while many undergraduate design programs make students
choose a particular discipline to pursue, the
BDes program includes courses in architecture, landscape architecture and urban
design throughout the degree.

Top: Student
poster exhibition.
Above: SALA
classroom teaching
environment.

Associate Professor Mari Fujita was instrumental in developing the BDes program. As
the chair of SALA’s Environmental Design
program, she has seen first-hand the
impact these students go on to make. As
the two-year BEnD program shifts to the
four-year BDes, Fujita is excited to continue
shaping tomorrow’s designers. “We see the
program as an incubator and catalyst for
advancing transformational design ideas,
inspiring collaborative actions and shaping
sustainable and just urban environments,”
said Professor Fujita. “We aim to graduate
leaders and entrepreneurs with the skills
to launch ideas into action.”
The program revolves around a core
design studio sequence that begins with
foundational skills and culminates in the
design of complex spaces. Led by both
SALA faculty and practicing professionals,
the studios will challenge students to use
design thinking to propose solutions to a
real-world site or issue. Courses in design
history and theory will establish a strong

base of fundamental knowledge. Incoming
students will also benefit from the School’s
initiatives to foster a culture of making and
building. Digital media courses will go indepth with representation software, while
also emphasizing a hands-on approach to
making. Students will have access to SALA’s
workshop and digital fabrication tools,
including 3D printers, laser cutters and a
computer numerical control machine.
A unique aspect of the BDes program is its
focus on entrepreneurship. While a graduate
degree is required to practice as an architect
or landscape architect, these courses will
introduce students to the business side of
design, whether or not they pursue further
studies. Opportunities for cooperative
education have also been integrated into
the curriculum, giving students the chance
to see just how an education in design is
applied in the professional world. Coordinated international experiences will immerse
students in another culture, strengthening
their understanding of how design is put
into practice across the globe.
“SALA is committed to developing the next
generation of designers who are learning to
address the pressing global challenges of
our time,” said Ron Kellett, director of SALA.
“We’re excited to offer this new opportunity
for undergraduate students to build a rich
foundation in design across disciplines.” The
first cohort of BDes students will enter the
studio in the fall of 2020, so it is only a
matter of time until their impact is felt in
our cities and spaces. I
INGENUITY
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Walter Mérida, UBC Applied
Science associate dean, research
and industrial partnerships,
shows UBC President Santa Ono
a model of our Faculty’s new
Advanced Solar Laboratory.

THE FUTURE IS GREEN:
NRCAN INVESTS $5.8M

T

wo UBC projects aimed at
delivering innovative energy
solutions will receive support
from Natural Resources Canada.

A project led by the UBC Clean Energy
Research Centre (in partnership with BC
Hydro and Cypress Power) will receive $2.3
million to develop an efficient, cost-effective and scalable renewable energy system.
With this project, vehicles and buildings
become active participants in city-scale
energy transactions. UBC will leverage this
investment to build upon its smart and
connected campus test bed and explore
ways of integrating clean energy into
transportation systems for healthy, livable
and sustainable cities.
The second project, led by UBC Properties
Trust (in partnership with the UBC School of
Architecture and Landscape Architecture
and UBC Campus and Community Planning),
will receive $3.5 million to design, develop
and build one of Canada’s largest certified
passive house multi-unit residential building
(MURB) developments.
“With the support of Natural Resources
Canada and project partners, UBC will
12
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continue its urgent efforts to combat the
harmful effects of climate change and to
make cities more inclusive, resilient and
sustainable,” said James Olson, dean of
UBC Applied Science, which encompasses
both the Clean Energy Research Centre
and the UBC School of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture. “We are proud
to be part of the creation and adoption
of clean technologies and infrastructure
that can contribute to a greener future for
Canada and the rest of the world.”
The Clean Energy Research Centre-led
project will convert a UBC campus parkade
into a renewable energy micro-grid. After
integrating bi-directional electric vehicle
charging infrastructure into existing building
management systems, the research team
will model the energy system and monitor
the energetics of 25 electric vehicles over
the course of four years. This information
will ultimately be used to produce electric
vehicle charging infrastructure that optimizes

energy use by consumers and utilities,
as well as new protocols, modelling and
computational techniques and business
models for electric vehicles.
The UBC Properties Trust-led project,
located in Wesbrook Place Neighbourhood
at the UBC Vancouver Campus, will be a
six-storey, wood frame building with 111
rental units dedicated to UBC faculty and
staff. The project team will collect building
performance data such as energy use,
emissions and indoor environmental quality and compare it to data collected from
similarly sized MURBs. This data and new
knowledge will help Canada further develop
best practices and accelerate the adoption
of sustainable building practices.
Both UBC Applied Science projects take
advantage of the university’s campus,
an independent municipality that can
serve as a city-scale testbed for modelling sustainable energy, building and
transportation solutions. I

We offer several different ways for you to get involved
with UBC Applied Science in order to mentor, network and
become an employer of choice to our talented students.

Hire a Co-op Student

Recruit the best and brightest future
engineers to your team by hiring a
student through the UBC Engineering
Co-op Program. Students are available
starting May, September or January for
4-, 8-, 12- or 16-month work terms.

ENGAGE WITH
TOMORROW’S
ENGINEERS
TODAY

Attend a Campus Event

Throughout the year UBC Applied Science
offers opportunities to engage with our
students through the Engineering
Undergraduate Society Career Fair
hosted in February, Discipline Industry
Nights and our annual Design and
Innovation Day hosted in April.

Give Advice

Have an impact on the professional
development of tomorrow’s engineers.
Volunteer to become a mentor, guest
speaker or sit on a panel. Our students
want to hear from you.

LEARN MORE
Jennifer Syrnyk
Manager of Business Development
jennifer.syrnyk@ubc.ca | 604 822 0039

CO-OP

coop.engineering.ubc.ca

Applied Science
Co-operative
Education

PD

Applied Science
Professional
Development

pd.engineering.ubc.ca
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BARRELWISE
Enabling vineyards to produce higher-quality
wine more ef ficiently than ever before
management faster, cleaner and safer than
are opened in preparation for treatment, their
contents become vulnerable to oxidation and ever before, the easily scalable technology
contamination, sometimes for hours at a time. — the flagship product of the team’s start-up,
BarrelWise — has the potential to change
But as wine sits for months or years, a signifi- It is a problem that has plagued winemakers
the wine industry, whose market value is
cant portion of it — the “angel’s share” — evap- since at least the time of the Roman Empire.
expected to reach approximately $539 billion
But now a group of UBC engineering and
orates through the barrel’s pores, creating
by 2023.
business students, brought together in Janan empty space between the wine and the
In a recent pilot study at Kelowna’s Sandhill
uary 2018 by a course called “Technology
wood. This “headspace” exposes the liquid to
Vineyard (one of the largest wineries in the
Entrepreneurship” — offered jointly by UBC
destructive oxygen and bacteria, putting the
Applied Science and the UBC Sauder School Okanagan) BarrelWise’s device cut the time
entire batch in danger of spoilage.
it took to address headspace-related issues
of Business — may have an effective and
To avoid producing barrels of vinegar, vintners
by nearly 75 per cent. As it continues to
affordable solution.
add wine (to keep the barrels full), inert gas
optimize its system, the company is discussThe team has developed a “smart” barrel
(to purge the headspace) or sulphur dioxide
ing further pilot tests with dozens of other
(to kill unwanted yeasts and bacteria) to their plug system that enables wineries to quickly
vineyards around the world. I
top-up, sample and otherwise preserve the
containers every three to five weeks. These
measures are not only costly, but also com- integrity of their product without breaching
the barrel’s seal. By making wine barrel
promise the quality of the wine: when barrels

Traditionally, good-quality wine is aged in
barrels; it is what gives the wine its enhanced flavour, texture and “mouthfeel.”

14
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CRYPTONUMERICS
Prot e ctin g the priva cy of sens i t i ve d ata whil e a ccelerat ing
d at a scie n ce an d innovat ion
It is often said that “data is power,” especially
in the Information Age. Consumer data can
give companies a major competitive edge —
for instance, by enabling them to create more
targeted marketing materials — while health
data may allow clinicians to provide safer,
more effective patient care.
But useful data is often confidential and difficult to access due to privacy laws. Although
the United States’ Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation and other
legislation serve to protect us from harm,
they may also prevent organizations from
achieving goals that benefit us.

Enter CryptoNumerics, a company cofounded by UBC graduate Hassan Bhatti,
who studied mechanical engineering, physics
and economics at UBC as an International
Leader of Tomorrow scholar. He and his
team have developed innovative software
solutions that enable organizations to easily
extract useful data from a minefield of
protected personal information.
One of these solutions, CN-Protect, accomplishes this using sophisticated machine
learning methods and state-of-the-art anonymization techniques. By removing identifying information (e.g., names, social security
and credit card numbers) and modifying

quasi-identifying data (e.g., gender, age, race),
the software transforms sensitive datasets
into analytically valuable, but still privacy-protected, resources.
As Bill Gates said, “It requires some very smart
thinking to maintain privacy and yet learn
from all the data that’s out there.” The Torontobased company, which already counts Fortune
500 companies among its clients — as well
as leading Silicon Valley venture capital funds
such as LUX Capital and 11.2 Capital among
its investors — is empowering financial, health
and other organizations to do just that. I

AERIOSENSE
Hel p in g co m p an ies conduct less risky , m o re
t h orou g h in s p e c tions of complex struct u res
Buildings, power lines, wind turbines, solar panels: these
and other forms of infrastructure need to be inspected
on a regular basis. Today such inspections are typically
carried out by humans, making them expensive, inefficient and potentially dangerous.
What if unmanned aerial vehicles, or drones, could be
used instead? Essentially “flying computers” equipped
with cameras and sensors, they could access, visualize
and gather key data from hard-to-reach places in a
fraction of the time — and without exposing inspectors
to risks of personal injury.
Aeriosense, founded by UBC Engineering Physics
graduate Alex Babakov, helps companies to accomplish
exactly that. Using their innovative, drone-agnostic
software, Babakov and his team create custom drone
flight plans to meet a variety of inspection needs.
The seeds of the company were planted while Babakov
was working at Powertech, BC Hydro’s testing and
research laboratory. He found that during meetings

with utilities, the untapped potential of drones, which
were being used mostly for mapping and surveying purposes, would often be discussed but remain unpursued.
So in 2016, he decided to pursue it himself, and with
the support of UBC — specifically, entrepreneurship@
UBC and HATCH, UBC’s tech incubator — he managed
to get Aeriosense off the ground.
In addition to helping clients integrate drones into
their inspection routines, the company uses machine
learning technology to offer companies repair or optimization strategies based on inspection data. It is also
participating in government efforts to develop more
sophisticated regulations relating to drones, as well as
educational initiatives addressing stigmas associated
with the technology.
In the future, Aeriosense intends to offer turnkey
software that enables companies to easily design
flight plans themselves. I
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A

s Neuralink, a brain-computer interface
( B C I ) c o m p a n y l e d b y e c c e n t r i c b i l l i o n a i re
Elon Musk, continues to make headlines, UBC
i s p re p a r i n g t o m a k e a s i g n i f i c a n t i m p a c t i n
the design and application of BCI technology.
FROM MATERIALS TO MEDICAL
BREAKTHROUGHS
For decades, UBC electrical and computer
engineering adjunct professor Gary Birch
has optimized BCIs with real patients.

“The human interface is the weak link
standing in the way of exploiting technology to its full extent,” says Birch, a
Canadian Paralympian and Executive
Director of the Neil Squire Society,
who has received the Order of British
Columbia. “The complexity of the human
body poses significant challenges when
trying to integrate devices. Whether
you’re pressing a device against the skin
or implanting it within the brain, longevity
and stability are a major barrier.”
These barriers, in Birch’s view, are much
to blame for holding back progress in the
past. Beginning with silver wires pressed
into the scalp in the 1920s and followed
16
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by hard metal and silicone implants in the
1950s, engineered devices used in BCIs
have typically not been well suited to the
softness and sensitivity of the human
body. But UBC, with its pioneering work in
soft electronics and tissue engineering, is
poised to make an impact that will accelerate this journey towards sustainable
human interfacing devices.
One proponent of this cause is Karen
Cheung, associate director of the UBC
School of Biomedical Engineering, who
points out the necessity for matching
material and human properties. “The body
can produce a wide variety of immune
responses when it discovers a foreign
material,” she says. “In particular, inflammation and the formation of glial scar
tissue can encapsulate an implanted
device, rendering it less useful over time,
and potentially causing serious damage
to the body.” Solving this challenge by

matching the mechanical properties of
implants with spongey brain tissue may
be one part of the solution.
In July, Neuralink presented a new, softer
version of technologies that have been
lab-based since the 1950s. Out were the
old hard electrodes (i.e., sensing points)
made of metal or silicon; in were new
soft polymer threads, microstructured to
increase the number of electrodes ten- or
even a hundred-fold compared to common
BCIs. This direction of travel is welcomed
by Birch, who remains cautious of buying
into Neuralink’s hype, but states that “it’s
a long journey to meld artificial and synthetic information processing and, whether
you’re going subdermal [under the skin] or
implanting into the brain, the design of the
materials is best place to start.”

FUTURE APPLICATIONS
Today, dozens of clinical populations
require new ways to communicate with
the outside world, control their environments and restore autonomy. BCI
technology offers the chance for millions
to drive wheelchairs, control prosthetic
limbs or make homes truly accessible
— imagine a smart home connected to
your mind. But these applications, UBC
researchers and colleagues say, are only
scratching the surface.
As UBC Applied Science elevates its BCI
research, the need to collaborate and
engage with the evolving BCI ecosystem
along the Cascadia Innovation Corridor
increasingly becomes a priority — we recognize the need to make inter-university
connections with other leading institutions
in the field. One such opportunity will
be to collaborate with researchers like

Professor Azadeh Yazdan-Shahmorad,
a neuroengineer at the University of
Washington (UW) who is enthusiastic
about the future of BCI technology.
“Neurological disorders affect one billion
people worldwide,” she says. ”These disorders could be due to bad connections in
the brain, like in the case of post-traumatic stress, or due to missing connections,
like in the aftermath of stroke. The goal
of so-called engineering neuroplasticity is
to delete or weaken bad connections and
induce good ones, moving us towards
personalized neurorehabilitation.” Her
colleague and fellow neuroengineer at
UW, Professor Amy Orsborn, is also
looking to the future: “Tapping into our
innate ability to learn allows us to use
the brain’s plasticity to rewire itself — to
let the healthy parts of the brain figure
out a new solution.”

With exciting prospects for BCI technology on the horizon, one essential element
is interdisciplinary expertise that spans
multiple areas, including neuroscience,
anatomy, materials science, immunology
and engineering. Only with such a mix
of experience can biocompatible, soft
electronic structures — the key to many
futuristic applications — be realized. And,
as Orsborn is quick to note, “The disciplines
inform each other — it’s bidirectional.
As you understand the brain more fully,
you’re able to make better devices.”
As Neuralink continues to drive public
interest, UBC and its colleagues are set
to develop interdisciplinary research
excellence along the Cascadia Corridor
— tackling the big challenges in human
interfacing and ultimately producing a
new generation of highly performant
neural therapeutic devices. I
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eep within the infrastructure of
tomorrow’s future smart city lies
technology that is continuously
monitoring, detecting and diagnosing
practically everything within our environment. As innovations lead to smaller more
efficient technologies, these detection
and diagnostic tools can now fit in the
palm of your hand or be integrated into
products. The future of cities, and the
future of how we live is evolving swiftly
as technologies put more information at
our finger-tips.
In the 1960s, Star Trek popularized the idea
of a handheld device that could perform
multiple environmental and physiological
diagnostic tests in real-time. Characters
would use this “tricorder” to scan each
other and their surroundings for injuries,
disease and airborne contaminants.
Today, researchers at the School of
Engineering, on UBC’s Okanagan campus,
are helping to bring similar technologies
from the realm of science fiction into
18
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reality, developing detection and diagnostic tools that are not only small and
cost-effective, but also highly sensitive
and accurate.
“The evolution of micro-fluidics has
changed the way we see the world,”
explains Mina Hoorfar, a professor and
lead researcher at the Advanced ThermoFluidic Laboratory (ATFL). “By targeting
molecular and ketone indicators, devices
are able to provide real-time monitoring
and detection solutions for scientists,
environmental field technicians, and
health care practitioners.”
One such device being built at the School
of Engineering is a portable, easy-to-use
gas sensor — nicknamed the “artificial
nose” — that can detect trace amounts
of gases. Another is a breath analyzer
capable of diagnosing various health conditions and illnesses using biomarkers.
“A lot of the guessing has been removed
from the process through real-time sensor analysis,” says Mohammad Paknahad,

one of the lead researchers on the gas
detector application. “Whether we are trying to determine if a driver is impaired due
to high-levels of tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC) or whether a patient has a particular illness, the approach is the same.”
Mohammad Zarifi, an assistant professor
at UBC, and his research group in the
Microelectronics and Advanced Sensors
Laboratory have developed a contactless,
label-free biosensor device that uses
microwave signals to track, in real time,
the amount of bacteria present in a clinical microbiological lab environment. It is a
process that used to take nearly a week,
but can now be completed in an instant.
“The device is able to rapidly detect bacteria, and in addition, it screens the interaction of that bacteria with antibiotics,”
Zarifi adds. “The combined results give
health care practitioners more information than they currently have available,
helping them move forward to determine
accurate treatments.”

Left: Close-up of sensor circuit board
Right: Student Kim Tien Nguyen examines a gas
sensor with professor Mina Hoorfar in the Advanced
Thermo-Fluidic Laboratory at UBC Okanagan.

In another sensor-related research
project, Zarifi has partnered with Kevin
Golovin, an assistant professor in the
mechanical engineering program, to
develop high-tech outerwear for military
applications. With funding from the federal Innovation for Defence Excellence
and Security (IDEaS) program, and in
collaboration with Kelowna-based armour
company PRE Labs, the researchers are
creating personal protective body armour
that detects and mitigates chemical, biological and radiological hazards.

ment. In fact, the two researchers are
working on an aviation application that will
detect and address ice build-up on aircraft.
Down the hall at the School of Engineering,
Mina Hoorfar and Abbas Milani, a fellow
engineering professor, are developing a
sensitive, low-cost, stretchable sensor
that can detect deformations in textiles
and composite materials. It does so using
a phenomenon called piezo-resistivity
— an electromechanical response of a
material when it is under strain.

“Imagine a Canadian Armed Forces member being alerted to the presence of a
dangerous liquid before stepping in it,”
says Golovin. “But then combine that with
the confidence that, should it contact
their suit, they’ll remain safe. Prevention
plus protection bolsters the safety of our
servicemen and servicewomen.”

When embedded into clothing that has
been treated with graphene nanoplatelets,
the microscopic sensor may not only help
provide real-time performance analytics
by monitoring the wearer’s movements,
heart rate and body temperature, but also
be used to inform the wearer when it is
time to hydrate or rest. Beyond the potential to transform the athletics industry,
the sensor has many other applications,
Milani says, including monitoring deformations in fibre-reinforced composite fabrics,
which are currently being used in industries such as automotive, aerospace and
marine manufacturing.

The results will no doubt extend beyond
military applications, and find their way
into smart clothing and monitoring equip-

Similarly, gas sensing technology is being
added to a wide range of applications,
such as environmental monitoring, food

According to Zarifi and Golovin, combining
a robust material coating with wireless,
portable and low-weight sensing capabilities will bring unprecedented levels
of security to individuals in dangerous
environments.

and beverage quality assessment, and
biological chemical analytical systems.
The sensor may also allow people with
diabetes to monitor their glucose levels
using breath tests instead of blood tests
by detecting ketones — chemicals created by the body when glucose levels
drop — in the air they exhale. Much like the
analyzing device that monitors THC, the
gas detector consists of a metal oxide
semiconductor integrated into 3D-printed
microchannels. To increase the device’s
accuracy, the ATFL is actively researching
optimal channel coatings and geometry.
Connecting the real-time data acquired
by sensors with communication tools like
cellphones and cloud services will propel
this technology even further, enabling it to
provide key information instantaneously
for multiple applications. For example, the
researchers envision fitting gas sensors
onto drones to monitor pipelines for leaks.
From infrastructure to biomedicine, sensors are already being applied in many
areas of our lives. As these applications
merge and develop — and eventually
match or surpass technologies imagined
by science fiction — the detection and
diagnosis capabilities they provide will
continue to improve and change society. I
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O

n June 13, 2019, the C-Shore pavilion
was officially unveiled. The structure
was designed and constructed by graduate
students enrolled in a two-term design-build
course at the UBC School of Architecture
and Landscape Architecture, and led by
Associate Professor Joseph Dahmen. Built
of western red cedar — a tree native to the
Pacific Northwest — the pavilion provides a
place of respite infused with the fragrance
of drying cedar at one of the busiest locations on campus.

The project connects architecture with
local material ecologies. The cedar used to
build the pavilion was sawn from western
red cedar trees reclaimed from a construction site less than two kilometres away, in
Wesbrook Village. In the upcoming year,
UBC Geography students will work with a
visiting sound artist to create a sound piece
using recordings taken in the forest where
the timber was harvested. The piece will
connect the pavilion with the ghost ecologies resulting from material extraction.

After two years, the pavilion will be
deconstructed, and the dried timber
used to build garden planter boxes for
Vancouver primary schools.

Instructor: Joseph Dahmen

Walker, Hussam Zbeeb, Bahar Ziraknejad

Sustainability Initiative, UBC Properties Trust, Alma

Design team: Brandon Da Costa, Marion Gelinas, Jose

Technical instructors: Graham Entwistle, Adriana

Gottret, Emily Kazanowski, Sarah Klym, Karen Lai, Jia

Ermi-Sprung

Liu, Jesse Martyn, Zoe Pierce, Leah Porter, Chris Walker
Fabrication team: Laurence Crouzet, Emily Kazanowski,
Sarah Klym, Karen Lai, Jia Liu, Jesse Martyn, Chris
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Engineer: Bush, Bohlman & Partners LLP
Sponsors + partners: SEEDS Sustainability Program,
UBC Campus + Community Planning, UBC

C-Shore is supported by the SEEDS
Sustainability Program, in collaboration
with the UBC School of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture, faculty, staff
and community partners. I

Mater Society, Heatherbrae Builders, MyTiCon
Connectors, UBC Department of Geography, Centre for
Advanced Wood Processing, UBC Building Operations,
UBC Parking and Access Services, UBC Wellbeing
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W

hether
through
music,
art, science
and technology,
or medicine,
most of us aspire to make a positive impact

on the world. So those in the applied sciences
can consider themselves fortunate: far from
engaging with issues on a purely theoretical level,
their everyday work involves tackling practical,
real-life problems, where success could mean
improving people’s lives on a global scale.
In the section that follows, we feature a selection
of UBC Applied Science researchers who are
forging new and exciting paths in their fields.
Whatever their expertise — be it early brain
development or earthquake engineering, affordable
housing or nanocomposites — these researchers,
together with their colleagues and collaborators,
are addressing vital questions that concern us all.
As a continually evolving faculty, UBC
Applied Science frequently reflects on and
reevaluates its role in society. But if there is one
thing that will always remain constant, it is its
commitment to improving communities at every
scale. It is a commitment that is collectively
embodied in all the individuals profiled here.
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FOCUS ON DEMENTIA
THERE WERE ALWAYS A FEW OF THEM AT THE HOSPITAL,
OCCUPYING A HANDFUL OF BEDS IN THE PSYCHIATRIC
WARD. VIEWED BY MANY STAFF MEMBERS AS MERE DISTRACTIONS FROM THE “REAL” WORK — THAT OF TREATING
THE MORE TREATABLE PATIENTS — THEY WOULD RECEIVE
ONLY BASIC CARE WHILE THEY WAITED, SOMETIMES FOR
A YEAR OR MORE, FOR A SPOT AT A NURSING HOME TO
BECOME AVAILABLE.
“They” were people living with dementia, and
one of the clinicians who cared for them was a
young nurse named Alison Phinney. Although
she knew little about dementia at the time, witnessing their decline and seeing how they were
overlooked by the health care system instilled
in her a desire to not only understand what they
and their families were experiencing, but also
build supports that would help them overcome
the many day-to-day challenges they faced.

“As people with dementia lose memory and language, they risk losing connection with the social
world, as well,” says Phinney, now a professor and
associate director of graduate programs at the
UBC School of Nursing. “Together with their families, carers and communities, they need proven
tools and guidelines that enable them to live as
rich and fulfilling lives as possible.”
Recognizing the rights of people with dementia
to participate as full social citizens, Phinney and
her team partner directly with people living with
dementia, their families and local seniors groups
to develop, test and optimize such toolkits. The
team’s projects — in Vancouver, and together with
colleagues at Lakehead University in Thunder Bay
— ultimately aim to build robust knowledge and
support networks for people living with dementia and their families, leveraging their existing
strengths and community assets while providing
additional resources as necessary.
“Government support is clearly important, but
independent donors and grassroots efforts have
made transformative impacts in cities like Seattle,”
says Phinney. “We are aiming to create real connections between people and organizations that
enable innovative community health and social
structures to grow and flourish.”
Also taking a highly patient-oriented approach to
dementia care is one of Phinney’s former doctoral
students, Lillian Hung, now a clinical assistant
professor at the UBC School of Nursing. Through
community-based, participatory research that
is deeply informed by her clinical practice at
Vancouver General Hospital, Hung examines the
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effects of new technology and environments — primarily those in hospitals and
other care facilities — on the experiences of
dementia patients and their families.

ments and intensive treatments such as
electroconvulsive therapy.
“Having a robot companion or getting reassurance from a loved one — even virtually
— can make a significant positive impact on
patients,” says Hung. “Video messages are
particularly easy, affordable and adaptable
means of improving the wellbeing of people
with dementia. They can also reduce anxiety
on the part of family members, who often
feel stressed when they are unable to visit
the hospital as frequently as they’d like.”

Recent projects led by Hung have investigated what benefit, if any, social robots and
family video messages delivered via iPads
have on people with dementia, particularly
during stressful times. While not effective
for everyone, they were generally found
to reduce anxiety and violence among
patients as they received medication, gave
blood and underwent psychiatric assess-

In Canada, institutional structures and

policies have long treated dementia primarily as a health care matter, and not the
deeply complex social issue that it is. By
listening to and collaborating with people
with dementia, their families, carers and
community groups throughout the course
of their research projects, Phinney and
Hung are making unique and important
contributions to our understanding of the
real-world effects of this chronic, progressive syndrome and developing innovative
practical solutions to best support those
who are affected by it. I

GUT SOLUTIONS
UNTIL THE LATE 1990S, MOST PEOPLE BELIEVED THAT HUMAN
HEALTH IS REGULATED ENTIRELY BY HUMAN GENES. BUT IN THE
YEARS SINCE, A GROWING BODY OF RESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT
GENE PRODUCTS FROM NON-HUMAN ORGANISMS — NAMELY, THE
TRILLIONS OF BACTERIA, VIRUSES AND OTHER MICROBES THAT
LIVE ON AND INSIDE US — MAY ALSO INFLUENCE OUR HEALTH IN
IMPORTANT WAYS.

Collectively
known as the
human microbiota,
these microorganisms
have been linked to conditions ranging from diabetes and irritable
bowel syndrome to obesity and depression.
Carolina Tropini, an assistant professor in
UBC’s School of Biomedical Engineering,
uses innovative experimental approaches
to characterize their roles and behaviour,
particularly in the gut during disease.
“Diseases disrupt microbial communities by
changing the temperature, acidity and other aspects of their physical environments,”
says Tropini. “If we can figure out how
these changes affect different microbial
species and their respective ecosystems
— and how this, in turn, affects the health
of the host — we may be able to develop
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microbiota-based solutions to many
pressing medical problems.”
One such problem is osmotic diarrhea, a
condition commonly caused by laxatives,
lactose and celiac disease. At Stanford
University, Tropini and her colleagues identified commensal bacterial species that
are unable to survive the diarrhea-induced
changes to their physical environment.
She is now working at UBC to find a way to
protect them from osmotic disturbances.
Another focus of Tropini’s lab is inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), which restricts
the growth of certain beneficial bacteria in
the intestine. By describing and modelling
the dynamic biogeographical landscape
of the intestine during IBD, Tropini and
her team are paving the way to personalized treatments that use microbes from
healthy subjects to restore balance and

diversity to diseased guts.
Tropini — whose background spans biophysics, bioengineering, microbiology and
computational biology — draws on research
techniques from a range of disciplines in
service of her lab’s overarching goal: to provide a comprehensive understanding of the
complex interactions between microbes
and their hosts that can ultimately be used
to improve people’s health.
“The microbiome is critical to nutrition,
digestion, immunity and other things,
but research on it is still very much in
its infancy,” says Tropini. “This presents
certain challenges to scientists, but also
opportunities to make a major impact. I’m
excited to work with engineers, physicists,
biologists and clinicians to advance this
emerging field.” I

ENGINEERING
BETTER
ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY
AIR POLLUTION HAS LONG CAUSED
SERIOUS DAMAGE TO HUMAN, ANIMAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH,
YET WE HAVE STILL NOT FIGURED
OUT THE BEST WAY TO CONTROL IT.
TECHNOLOGY-BASED STANDARDS,
MARKET-BASED POLICIES: WHAT
STRATEGY WOULD LIMIT TOXIC
EMISSIONS MOST EFFECTIVELY?

The question is a complex one, with vast technological, social and environmental dimensions.
Amanda Giang, an assistant professor in UBC’s
Department of Mechanical Engineering, is drawing
on her multidisciplinary background in engineering,
technology and policy, and environmental modelling to help find an answer.

affect emissions of greenhouse gases and other
air pollutants; chemical transport models, which
describe how these pollutants move through and
change the environment; and models that demonstrate how such environmental changes impact
human health and well-being and the distribution
of environmental risks.

“To design useful, evidence-based policies for the
environment, we need to be able to link changes in
human activity to changes in the environment and
in human communities,” says Giang. “My research
aims to contribute to the creation of modelling
frameworks that accurately capture the potential
environmental and human impacts of pollution, as
well as those of policy changes themselves.”

At every step — from identifying the research
question onwards — the process is strongly
informed by input from a variety of stakeholders.
For example, in order to better characterize uncertainties relating to different decarbonization strategies in the shipping and aviation industries, Giang
and a non-profit partner are currently planning to
co-convene a workshop where they can gather as
broad a range of expert insights as possible.

To accomplish this, Giang integrates different
kinds of models and disciplines. These include
techno-economic models that show how policies

It is only by taking into account a diverse set of
perspectives— from academia, government,
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industry and civil society — that she and
her colleagues will be able to design a
sufficient range of future scenarios for
consideration.
“Modelling the complex system that is
Earth — not just the environmental part,
but the people part and the technology

part — is a highly collaborative endeavour,”
says Giang. “And that’s actually one of the
really exciting things about working in the
field of sustainability science. Engineers
and scientists all over the world are working
with fellow scientists and non-scientists
alike to build better representations of

CURING CANADA’S
HOUSING WOES
A HOUSING SYSTEM THAT FITS ALL COMMUNITY NEEDS
In many parts of Canada, people’s housing
needs are not being adequately met. Suitable
accommodations are either unavailable or too
expensive to buy or rent, forcing residents out
of urban and suburban areas alike. But while the
need to reconceptualize our housing system
has never been stronger, progress has been
slow due to large gaps in data, research and
knowledge mobilization.
To help fill these gaps, UBC planning professor
Penny Gurstein is leading an initiative called the
Housing Research Collaborative. Consisting of
academic researchers, housing providers and
housing and data professionals, the collaborative
is taking a multi-sectoral approach to identifying
impediments in the housing system and developing effective strategies to provide affordable
homes to all. I
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socio-ecological systems, and through
that, to contribute to imagining more sustainable, healthy and equitable futures.” I

BABY STRESS, BEGONE
MODELING THE NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE ENVIRONMENT
While the birth of a child is a miraculous
event, it can also be a highly stressful one
— especially when the birth is premature.
Preterm births are the leading cause of infant
mortality worldwide, and preterm infants
who survive are exposed to pain and stress —
multiple medical procedures, separation from
their mothers — during what is perhaps the
most vulnerable period in their lives.

How do such experiences affect the neurological and behavioural development of these
babies? What can be done to mitigate their
negative effects? UBC Nursing Professor
Manon Ranger is exploring these complex
questions through animal models that mimic
the neonatal intensive care environment,
as well as through clinical studies involving
children who were born very preterm. I

BUILDING, IN AN
UNCERTAIN WORLD
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH THAT BALANCES ENERGY,
ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS

A NEW WAY TO
RECYCLE CO₂
CREATING VALUE FROM GREENHOUSE GASES
UBC and University of Paris researchers have used an
abundant and low-cost catalyst to efficiently transform
carbon dioxide into carbon monoxide, a stable, industrial
gas. The catalytic process operates at ambient pressure
and temperature, which are easy conditions to set up.

Buildings do not exist in a vacuum, but they are often
designed as if they do. While current technology allows
users to see how different design decisions impact building
features like daylight quality, energy demand and thermal
comfort, they do not account for various uncertainties —
site climate and urban form, among others — that can
significantly influence building performance over time.
Using techniques and practices from engineering and
economics, UBC Architecture Professor Adam Rysanek is
integrating uncertainty theory into these simulation-based
design tools — an advance that will enable architects and
engineers to build buildings and communities that optimally
balance resilience, cost, comfort and environmental impact.
One manifestation of this work is an innovative multi-unit
residential building project on the UBC Vancouver campus.
Co-led by Rysanek, it recently received a $3.5 million
investment from Natural Resources Canada. I

The research — published in Science — describes a
fundamentally different way to develop technology that
uses electricity to convert greenhouse gases into
valuable chemicals and fuels.
“The catalyst is to a CO₂ utilization system what the
microprocessor is to the computer,” says UBC Chemistry
and Chemical Engineering Professor Curtis Berlinguette.
“Our study provides an entirely new class of catalysts
with millions of new design opportunities.” I
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RISK AND REWARD
HOW ENVIRONMENT IMPACTS CHILDREN’S HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Across Canada, playgrounds are becoming more artificial, cookie-cutter and
primarily concerned with safety. While earlier generations of children may
have been regularly exposed to natural features like trees, tall grass and water
as they played, many kids today have only synthetic play spaces offering
low-lying equipment made of metal and plastic.

CONSTRUCTIVE
WASTE
REDUCING PLASTIC WASTE AND

UBC Landscape Architecture Program Chair and Professor Susan Herrington
explores the impact of these changes on children’s well-being and development. Aimed at empowering policymakers and parents to make more informed
decisions relating to outdoor play spaces, her research has shown that incorporating natural elements into playgrounds encourages risky play and nature
play, resulting in increased independence, reduced symptoms of depression
and antisocial behaviour, and other benefits. I

THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY’S
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
As 2018 drew to a close, the Royal Statistical
Society announced its international “statistic of
the year”: 90.5 per cent of all plastic ever made
— about 6,300 million metric tonnes — has never
been recycled. Either incinerated or dumped in
landfills and oceans, this plastic waste threatens the health of plants, animals and humans
as they leach toxins into the earth and water.
To help reduce plastic pollution, Architecture
Professor Blair Satterfield is developing novel
methods of transforming discarded plastic
into custom building components that are both
lightweight and strong. Involving only heat and
pressurized air, the nearly waste-free processes — one of which received ARCHITECT
Magazine’s R&D Award — could very well provide the construction industry the incentive it
needs to change the way it handles waste. I

COASTAL CALM
INFORMING RESIDENTS AND DECISION-MAKERS HOW RISING
SEA LEVELS WILL IMPACT THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
The devastating aftermaths of hurricanes and earthquakes
highlight both the vulnerability of coastal infrastructures and
their importance to urban centres. Yet even though an estimated
60 per cent of the world’s population will be living in coastal
areas by 2030, few resources exist to help residents and policymakers understand and prepare for the impacts of sea level rise.
Architecture Professor Kees Lokman is developing strategies
aimed at equipping stakeholders with the necessary knowledge
and tools — such as cost-effective ecological infrastructure
designs — to maximize coastal resilience. As rising sea levels
due to climate change threaten the health of coastal regions,
these strategies have the potential to ensure the longevity of
human and nonhuman communities around the world. I
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INVINCIBUILDING
DAMPENING TECHNOLOGY LENGTHENS
BUILDING LIFESPANS

THE FUTURE IS NANO
DESIGNED TO IMPROVE AEROSPACE, MILITARY, ELECTRONICS,
OIL AND GAS, AND TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRIES
Lightweight and low-cost, corrosion-resistant and highly adaptable:
polymers boast these and other advantages over metals, ceramics and
concrete. Widely used in many different industrial sectors, they can be
combined with multifunctional nanomaterials to acquire even greater
value across a broader range of applications.
School of Engineering Professor Mohammad Arjmand is developing
customized nanomaterials and polymer nanocomposites for use in the
aerospace, automotive and military industries. Featuring enhanced electrical,
mechanical and thermal properties, they have the potential to improve
everything from gas sensors, brake pads and electronics to bridge sensors,
electromagnetic shields and antistatic materials. I

Earthquakes can occur anywhere at any time,
potentially causing major human and economic
losses. Traditionally, structural engineers have
designed buildings to sustain damage during
earthquakes in order to keep their occupants
safe. But what if the buildings could remain
undamaged, as well, reducing danger and
recovery costs?
Civil Engineering Professor Tony Yang is developing state-of-the-art structural engineering
and robotic technologies that can not only
assess the safety of the buildings, but also
improve their resilience and performance. One
such technology — built in Canada and tested
in one of the largest testing facilities in China
— dissipates an earthquake’s energy through
specially designed structural devices, protecting buildings even during violent quakes. I

POWERFUL FRUIT
INNOVATIVE AND ENERGY-EFFICIENT TREATMENT OF WASTE AND
WASTEWATER FROM CANADA’S AGRICULTURAL AND AGRI-FOOD INDUSTRIES
Gazing at lush fields of fruit trees in
bloom, it is difficult to imagine that they
could be bad for the environment. But like
any big industry, the agri-food sector —
which contributes more than $110 billion
to the Canadian economy annually — is
a major polluter, producing voluminous

amounts of unused fruit that is often left
to decompose in landfills.
To reduce this contamination and extract
value from the trillions of fruits and vegetables that are thrown away every year,
School of Engineering Professor Deborah
Roberts is developing and optimizing spe-

cial biological systems known as microbial
fuel cells. These cells will enable fruit
farms and other agri-food businesses to
not only transform agricultural waste into
clean, soil-enriching biosolids, but also
harness the chemical energy present in
discarded fruit and winery wastewaters. I
INGENUITY
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QUIZ: Test Your Transportation Knowledge

Quiz author ALEX BIGAZZI is an assistant
professor of both civil engineering and
community and regional planning at UBC.
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His primary research areas are: active travel
behaviour, usage of emerging human-electric
hybrid vehicles such as e-bikes, motor vehicle
emissions and air quality, traffic management
and travel modeling.
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ANSWERS

DETOURS

TRUE OR FALSE: The
route you select while
biking has a significant
effect on how much
pollution you take into
your body.

By what percentage can a
cyclist reduce the amount
of air pollution they inhale
by detouring away from
the shortest path to
lower-traffic streets?

4

5

6

SPEED AND
AIR POLLUTION

HOW DO I KNOW ...

ELECTRIC-ASSIST

...if I’m going at an optimal
walking or cycling speed
to minimize air
pollution risk?

Do people go faster or
expend less energy when
riding electric-assist
bicycles (e-bikes)?

1. FALSE! In most North American
cities, the health benefits of exercise
are many times greater than the
risks of inhaling traffic-generated
air pollution.

BIKE ROUTES

TRUE OR FALSE: When
you go for a bike ride in
the city, the health risks
of breathing in traffic
exhaust outweigh the
benefits of the exercise
you get.

2. TRUE! After just a 20-minute bike
ride, we can measure a significant
difference in the amount of toxic
compounds in your bloodstream
depending on if you took a high-traffic
route or a low-traffic route (you
absorb 40 to 100 per cent more toxic
substances on a high-traffic route
through the city).

CARDIO

3. Most cycling trips have lower-dose
alternatives to the shortest path,
with an average reduction of inhaled
air pollution of 12 per cent. The
minimum-dose routes are on average
just six per cent longer than the
shortest paths. Actually, cyclists
tend to instinctively choose routes
with air pollution concentrations
between those of the shortest paths
and minimum-dose routes.

3

4. For a wide range of travelers, the
minimum-dose cycling speed is 12
to 20 km/h, decreasing on hills. The
minimum-dose walking speed is two
to six km/h. Fortunately, these are
similar to typical urban walking and
cycling speeds.

2

5. For most people, the optimal speed
is at a moderate-intensity physical
activity level (metabolic equivalents
(MET) of three to six), which means
you can hold a conversation, but not
hum a tune! For greater exercise
and health benefits, you will want to
increase the intensity, but preferably
in clean-air locations.

What is the optimal cycling
speed to minimize the
amount of air pollution that
is inhaled per kilometer
travelled (for an adult on
level ground)?

1

Pedestrians and cyclists are exposed to a cocktail of traffic-generated air pollutants,
including carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds, particulates and soot.

6. BOTH! E-bike riders tend to ride 10
to 30 per cent faster than people on
conventional bikes on average, but also
expend around 20 per cent less energy
(depending on the type of e-bike).
The motor power from e-bikes is also
used to make harder accelerations
and overcome the additional weight
and resistance of e-bikes. E-bikes
reduce both air pollution inhalation and
exercise benefits, but are still much
healthier than being in a car!

6 QUESTIONS

COMMUNITY NEWS

NEW FACULTY
UBC Applied Science attracts top faculty from
around the world — innovative researchers,
empowering educators, industry leaders and
award winning experts in their fields.

Each new member grows our network and
strengthens our position as a global leader
in research and teaching.

ALI BASHASHATI

YANKAI CAO

EMILY CRANSTON

MARYAM KAMGARPOUR

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING/PATHOLOGY

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
ENGINEERING

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

CASEY KEULEN

MAGGIE LOW

PRASHANT
JAYAPRAKASH NAIR

MINKYUN NOH

INSTRUCTOR,
MATERIALS ENGINEERING

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
SCHOOL OF COMMUNITY AND
REGIONAL PLANNING

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
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ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

ORLANDO ROJAS

JOSEPH SALFI

SIMCHA SREBNIK

JOHN STEEN

PROFESSOR,
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
ENGINEERING

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
MINING ENGINEERING

CAROLINA TROPINI

CHESTER UPHAM

JENNA USPRECH

LELE WANG

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ,
SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
ENGINEERING

INSTRUCTOR,
SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
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NEW HEADS AND DIRECTORS

XIAOTAO (TONY) BI

BERNARD LAVAL

SHERYL STAUB-FRENCH

DIRECTOR,
CLEAN ENERGY
RESEARCH CENTRE

HEAD,
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL
ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATE DEAN,
EQUITY, DIVERSITY,
AND INCLUSION

TAMARA ETMANNSKI

CHARLES (CHIP) HAYNES

REZA VAZIRI

CO-DIRECTOR,
ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING PROGRAM

HEAD,
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

SPECIAL ADVISOR,
FACULTY AFFAIRS

XIAOTAO (TONY) BI was named director
of UBC’s Clean Energy Research Centre. A
professor in the Department of Chemical
and Biological Engineering since 1997 and
the recipient of numerous awards and
honours, Bi also serves as director of the
China-Canada Bioenergy Centre and manager of the Fluidization Research Centre.
TAMARA ETMANNSKI, academic director
of the Master of Engineering Leadership
and Master of Health Leadership and
Policy programs in UBC Applied Science,
has been appointed co-director of the
environmental engineering program.
Prior to joining UBC, Etmannski — who
is also a lecturer in engineering and the
UBC Sauder School of Business — worked
in the oil and gas industry in northern BC,
served as an independent technical consultant and founded or co-founded several
tech startups.

Professor CHARLES (CHIP) HAYNES
is the new head of the Department of
Chemical and Biological Engineering.
The co-founder of both the UBC Centre
for Blood Research and what is now the
UBC BioProducts Institute, he is also the
associate director of the Michael Smith
Laboratories and the Canada Research
Chair in Interfacial Biotechnology.
Haynes has pioneered and licensed a
number of technologies that are in widespread use in the biotechnology industry.
BERNARD LAVAL, professor, Department
of Civil Engineering, has been named the
new department head. Co-director of the
UNBC/UBC Environmental Engineering
program and former associate head
of undergraduate students for the
Department of Civil Engineering, Laval
has demonstrated outstanding leadership
and administrative skills since joining
UBC Applied Science in 2002.

Civil Engineering Professor SHERYL
STAUB-FRENCH has transitioned from
her current role as advisor to the dean
on equity, diversity and inclusion (EDI)
into that of associate dean, EDI. In this
new position, Staub-French’s additional
responsibilities will include overseeing
faculty policies and procedures pertaining
to faculty worklife and ensuring the integrity and equity of hiring processes.
REZA VAZIRI has been appointed as the
special advisor of faculty affairs. The
former head of the Department of Civil
Engineering, he will be responsible for
faculty recruitment, appointments, reappointments, promotions and tenure, as
well as ensuring that Faculty and departmental processes continue to be aligned
with university regulations, procedures
and policies.

Find out more at apsc.ubc.ca/new-faculty
INGENUITY
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Hard Questions

Alum Maja Kolar tackles involuntary treatment in BC
Marina (Maja) Kolar, RPN, MSN is the first
graduate of the UBC School of Nursing’s
Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) program who is a registered psychiatric nurse.
The recipient of the Canadian Nurses
Foundation’s Lundbeck Scholarship and
the Pauline Capelle Memorial Prize in
Nursing, Kolar recently joined St. Paul’s
Hospital’s Mental Health Program as a
clinical nurse educator — a role in which
they will assist with the implementation
of recommendations included in both their
graduate thesis, “Involuntary and coercive
psychiatric treatment: a critical discourse
analysis of British Columbia’s Mental Health
Act,” and the British Columbia Office of the
Ombudsperson’s report “Committed to
Change: Protecting the Rights of Involuntary
Patients under the Mental Health Act.”
As an undergraduate student studying
sociology at Douglas College, Kolar decided
to pursue a career in psychiatric nursing
while volunteering with women and youth
who were experiencing homelessness.
“I was concerned by structural issues of
stigma, discrimination and ‘othering’ experienced by people with mental health and
substance use issues,” says Kolar, “including how and why such patterns continue
to be reproduced within institutions and
social systems.” Fascinated and perplexed
by what they witnessed, Kolar became
determined to remove the obstacles that
stand between health care and populations
experiencing marginalization through nursing. “Nurses are ideally positioned to challenge discourses and practices that compromise the human rights of people with
mental health and substance use issues,
entrenching social inequity,” Kolar says.
During their time as a student nurse at
Douglas College, Kolar observed an alarming dissonance between the messages
being taught at school and direct clinical
practice. For example, while person-cen-
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tered care was promoted in the classroom,
they often saw legitimate concerns of
patients — about medication side effects
or medical symptoms — be attributed
to their mental health issues without
appropriate assessment or otherwise
ignored altogether. Kolar also observed
problematic power relations between care
providers and patients that would lead to
the implementation of coercive measures
— such as the use of physical or chemical
restraints — to enforce compliance with
treatment or behavioural modification.
While Kolar understood that circumstances
exist where an individual may need involuntary intervention, the inconsistent and
at times casual approach to the application
of non-consensual and coercive treatment
measures drove them to ask questions
about what they witnessed — to which
they would receive unsatisfactory answers.
Over time, their persistence in questioning
and resistance to normalizing unethical
behaviour in clinical practice earned Kolar
a reputation among their instructors and
peers of being “disruptive” and not sufficiently committed to psychiatric nursing.
After realizing that systemic changes were
required, Kolar decided to enroll in UBC’s
MSN program. In their thesis, which they
completed in 2018, Kolar dissects the
Mental Health Act (MHA) and the Guide
to the Mental Health Act in an attempt
to answer questions that plagued them
throughout their placements as an undergrad, such as: When it comes to the involuntary treatment of patients, who defines
safety? How do they define it? Whose
safety is promoted? Who decides what is
safe? How and by whom is it decided that
seclusion and other coercive treatment
practices are an appropriate response?
What auditing processes are in place to
ensure that the use of involuntary and
coercive treatment measures is appropri-

ate? Kolar’s thesis targets the MHA’s language, concepts, socio-political background
and implementation as elements to be
examined, challenged or modified, suggesting that these changes are long overdue:
Although the MHA’s stated intentions
are to reduce harm and provide care
for people experiencing mental health
issues, this analysis illustrates how
discourses employed by these texts
participate in the violation of safety
and consent of the people it intends
to serve — commonly disadvantaging
those already experiencing social and
economic marginalization.
Kolar concludes with a recommendation
for further research to explore how nurses
challenge not only involuntary and coercive psychiatric treatment practices, but
also harmful discourses towards people
with mental health issues in practice settings. To drive policy and legislative reform
for BC’s MHA, Kolar further recommends
a global scan that analyzes and compares the most current and least harmful
approaches to involuntary treatment,
which include an open dialogue model and
the implementation of equity-oriented care.
With their new appointment at St. Paul’s
Hospital, Kolar is well-positioned to begin
implementing the changes they want to
see, and to continue to ask — and answer
— the hard questions about involuntary
psychiatric treatment. I

Maja Kolar, RPN MSN

When it comes to the
involuntary treatment of patients,
who defines safety?
How do they define it?
Whose safety is promoted?
Who decides what is safe?
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CIVIL ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1979 – 40TH REUNION
April 27th, 2019

The ‘79 CIVLs plan a formal reunion every five
years, and hold impromptu beer nights once or twice
a year in between. We kicked off our 40-year reunion
with a gathering at the Lions Pub on Cordova Street
in Vancouver on Friday, April 26th, followed by an
evening celebration at the Terminal City Club next
door on Saturday, sponsored by club members Paul
and Jane Manning.
Twenty-five of our classmates and fourteen spouses
attended the reunion, along with one of our former
professors, Frank Navin, and his wife Marina. People

BSN CLASS OF 1969 – 50TH REUNION
May 2nd, 2019

It was the year of the first moon landing that the
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) class of 1969
graduates walked across the stage to receive their
degrees. Fifty years later, 15 members of the original
class gathered to celebrate a half-century of knowing
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traveled mainly from British Columbia, Alberta and
Yukon Territory to attend the reunion, but some came
from as far away as New Hampshire in the USA.
Jeff Herold hosted an enjoyable evening, which
included a silent auction in support of Huntington
disease research, raising a total of $11,000 to support
clinical trials of a new treatment being conducted at
the UBC Centre for Huntington Disease.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1969
– 50TH REUNION
May 9th, 2019

We all enjoyed a superb dinner and had plenty of
time to catch up with classmates, sharing stories of
family and professional experiences.

On May 9th, 18 members of the Mechanical Engineering Class of 1969 gathered at Cecil Green Park
for their 50th reunion. We enjoyed a wonderful dinner
and a great evening catching up with our classmates
On Friday we were treated to a tour of the modern
mechanical engineering facilities by Amelia Pit-Brooke
and two students. A vast improvement on the army
huts that made up our facilities back in the 1960s.

Submitted by Alan Boreham, P.Eng. (CIVL ‘79)

Submitted by Alan Tippett (MECH ‘69)

each other, and to share stories of past and present.
The majority of attendees have retired from nursing,
but retain a keen interest in health care.

Wesbrook Building — where the School of Nursing was
originally located, and where many of their classes were
held. They then toured the Robert H. Lee Alumni Centre
and the Nest (the new student union building) and enjoyed a walk down Main Mall to Sage Bistro for lunch.
A visit to the MH Belkin Gallery completed the tour.

The first evening, they celebrated with a delicious
catered dinner at a classmate’s home. The setting was
superb as it allowed for lots of informal chatter among
attendees. There was a table of memorabilia and pictures
to help recall shared events such as “Teacup Games.”
The next morning, they met at the School of Nursing
and had the opportunity to meet current director,
Elizabeth Saewyc. She shared information about her
professional background and outlined the present
curriculum. The courses sounded so interesting that
many of them thought they would like to enroll again.
Following the tour of the school, they visited the

The following morning they and their families boarded
the HMCS Brittania for a cruise up Indian Arm. The
weather was excellent, the lunch was tasty and they
all enjoyed the chance to relax on deck.
Those interested in spending more time together
enjoyed a three-day visit in Whistler. The reunion was
wonderfully successful.
Planning Committee: Joy Page, Rona Black, Sharon Sundberg
Submitted by Sharon Sundberg (BSN ‘69)

Guests included Ralph Sultan (MECH ‘56), who went
on to a PhD in economics, and has been a member
of the BC Legislature for the last 20 years as MLA for
West Vancouver-Capilano.

ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1958 – 61ST REUNION
September 2019

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1979
– 40TH REUNION
September 2019

At a class beer night in 2018, discussions arose
of holding a “grand” reunion for their fortieth. Don
Louie, Greg Aasen and Don Brown promptly formed a
planning committee. In September, twenty members
of the original graduating class gathered to celebrate
and recall old memories, starting the weekend off on
Friday evening at Steamworks Brew Pub in Gastown.
On Saturday, they enjoyed a guided tour of campus
and the MacLeod and Computer Science buildings,
then dinner at the UBC Golf Course Clubhouse
donning our “Red.” It was touching to have Professor
Emeritus Michael Davies attend the event.
Kevin Huscroft shared that “it was good to see
what is happening now in [electrical engineering].
I’m impressed and encouraged by how students
are learning now. It makes me want to do it all over
again! I feel very lucky to have been an [electrical
engineering] UBC graduate!”
It was truly an incredible weekend and they look
forward to celebrating their fiftieth!
Submitted by Don Brown (ELEC ‘79)

Thirty-two alumni, family and friends celebrated
at the West Vancouver Yacht Club on September 26.
Registration began at 11:30 am and within minutes,
the noise of happy reunions filled the room.
Alumni came mostly from the Lower Mainland, but
several arrived from afar, such as Bill DiPasquale
(CIVL ‘58) and his wife Doreen from Kelowna, BC;
Hal Norrish (CIVL ‘58) from Chilliwack, BC and Sig
Saimoto (ENPH ‘58), professor emeritus at Queen’s
University in Ontario.

CIVIL ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1969 – 50TH REUNION
September 2019

The fiftieth-year reunion of the class of 1969 was
held at the Robert H Lee Alumni Centre on September
6, with more than half of those available attending.
Highlights of the day included a tour of the civil engineering buildings and facilities, hosted by the current
Steve Wilton, head of the Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering, welcomed the graduates
and commented on their contributions over the past
60 years. Ali Zwicker, Alumni UBC representative,
handed a sixtieth anniversary pin to each member,
along with mementos.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1959
– 60TH REUNION
September 2019

The reunion took place at the UBC Vancouver campus
in the Fred Kaiser Building. Seven of the original graduating class of ‘54 were in attendance. Bob Gill, chair
of the IEEE Vancouver Section, and accompanied by
IEEE executives, welcomed the gathering. The program
included a visit to the IEEE UBC Section meeting room.

The attendees each spoke about their careers and
contributions to the advancement of technology.
Alfredette MacDonald spoke about her husband (Dr
John MacDonald, OC, FCAE, P.Eng)’s work to promote
technology. Co-founder of MacDonald Dettwiler and
Associates (MDA) and Day4 Energy Inc, MacDonald
had received his MSc and PhD from MIT, where
he served on faculty until joining UBC’s electrical
engineering department. He led the industrial team

Alumni were honoured to welcome UBC Applied
Science Dean James Olson, who gave an excellent
summary of recent changes in engineering at UBC,
and also thanked the class of ’58 for creating the
Dean Henry Gunning Entrance Award in Engineering,
which was proposed during their sixtieth reunion.
Reunion committee: Henry Wakabayashi (Awards)
(CHEM ’58), Craig Clark (CHEM ’58); Bob Dolphin (CIVIL
‘58); Don Crowson (CHEM ‘58); Ed Frazer (Chair) and
Gunther (Fred) Schrack (campus liaison) (ELEC ‘58);
Zelma Moore (ENPH ‘58); Tom Fawsitt, Russ Fraser and
Don Swoboda (MECH ‘58) and Don Gunning (METL ‘58).
The committee meets quarterly to organize yearly
reunion luncheons and looks forward to the 62nd
reunion in September 2020.
Submitted by Ed Frazer (ELEC ’58)

civil club executives, and a reception at the Alumni
Centre with the current department head, Bernard
Laval, the dean of UBC Applied Science, James Olson
and the UBC president, Santa Ono, in attendance
and leading the toast to the class. The reception was
followed by a dinner at Loafe Café, during which the
class had the opportunity to recall the many accomplishments of its members and how they contributed
to the infrastructure of BC and beyond. As the
reunion coincided with the first week of classes for
the school year, they were able to tour amongst the
current students, which brought back fond memories
of their time at UBC.
Submitted by Richard Fraser (CIVL ‘69)

that stimulated the formation of the Canadian Space
Agency in 1989. He is an Officer of the Order of
Canada and a Queen’s Gold Medalist; he received
the Technical Entrepreneur of the Year award in 1995
and the UBC Alumni Achievement Award in 2019; and
he was named one of the 50 Most Influential British
Columbia Leaders of the 20th Century in 1999. His
career has a truly remarkable span and it is fair to
say that it has changed the form of BC’s high tech
employment in ways that will affect generations. His
lasting legacy will be the dozens of Canadian-based
technology companies that can trace their roots back
to MacDonald’s proud leadership at MDA.
Submitted by Carl Zanon (ELEC ’59)
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Q&A:
Becky Palmer
A passionate and dedicated health care leader,
Becky Palmer (BSN ‘94, PhD ‘05) is currently
the chief nursing officer (CNO) for the First
Nations Health Authority (FNHA). She previously
held senior leadership positions with both BC
Children’s Hospital and BC Women’s Hospital.
The FNHA is the first province-wide health
authority of its kind in Canada and aims to
transform the health and well-being of BC’s First
Nations and Aboriginal people through dramatic
transformations in the health care system.
What’s the best thing about being CNO
for the FNHA?
I feel incredibly honored to be a part of championing the FNHA vision of healthy, self-determining
and vibrant BC First Nations children, families and
communities. The best thing about being the CNO
is the opportunity to build relationships, learn from
and partner with our First Nations peoples across
this amazing province. I have had the opportunity
to deepen my experience in culture and be grounded
in a holistic perspective of health and wellness —
it guides everything we do.
As a CNO, you wear many hats; which is
your favourite?
My favourite part of the role is being welcomed
into our First Nations communities across
BC, to deeply listen and learn — the wisdom is
unparalleled.
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What role does social media play in pushing
forward the goals of the FNHA?
I see it as a platform for social change, if
employed wisely and responsibly.
Do you have a favourite area of
clinical practice?
Though I am very rooted in women’s and children’s health and wellness, as I grow older, my
favourite areas of clinical practice continue to
expand and I really do love them all.
How is the scope of the CNO role with the
FNHA different that of, say, Vancouver Coastal
or Fraser Health?
We are uniquely positioned in the health care
system to be innovative and transformative
at all levels in the system — including federal,
provincial, regional, local and community.
What do you see as your role in addressing the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission calls for
action and for promoting Indigenous nursing
leadership in BC?
Truth and Reconciliation is critical, and an important part of my role is to stand up for it. FNHA is
involved with and supports the broader national
reconciliation process on a daily basis. My own,
as well as our collective commitment to the calls
to action ought to be a shared accountability
across our health care system. We simply must
continue to do better, each and every day.
The overarching themes of respect, relationships
and cultural safety are well-embodied in our
work, including the TRC’s definition of reconciliation as “an ongoing process of establishing and
maintaining respectful relationships.”

Unlike other health authorities, the FNHA is not
bound by geographical borders. How far does its
influence reach and how do you support health
services in such remote and rural areas?
Our influence is far and wide. We have built
strong relationships, governance structures
and engagement processes that support the
voices and needs of First Nations across the
province, including in rural and remote areas.
We actively work to ensure that our Home, and
Away from Home First Nations peoples in this
province have an opportunity to experience
optimal health and wellness.
Having obtained your BSN and PhD from UBC,
do you have any advice for an aspiring nurse
who’s weighing their post-secondary options?
My experience at UBC was a very positive one
and ignited a spirit of inquiry in me that remains.
The environment is supportive and challenges
you to think beyond the imaginable. I had amazing professors that inspired me and I am forever
thankful for their mentorship.
I would also encourage aspiring nurses to reach
out and talk to UBC Alumni, including myself—my
door is always open. I love meeting with potential
and new students!
What’s next for Becky Palmer?
The notion of “next” for me is not one I think about
in relation to a role… for me it is all about the learning. My here and now experience is blessed with
tremendous learning and teachings, surrounded
by First Nations culture, traditions and holistic
perspectives on health and wellness. I
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